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ABSTRACT

SQUID is an expansion on the highly successful fivesquid platform, an
international marketplace for freelancers and outsourced skills. Platforms
such as fivesquid are becoming the basis of international trade for large
populations, but the inconvenience of financial transactions across borders
limits the profitability of the participants as well as the platform.
The ICO proceeds will be used to turbocharge fivesquid’s business, driving
us towards 20 million users. SQUID will be a cryptocurrency with real
purpose, that our members will be able to use to trade services and be
rewarded for doing so.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

fivesquid will be the only crypto-backed international freelance platform with
an established, growing user base.
Unlike other ICOs attempting to create disintermediated contract marketplaces, SQUID is based on a working
platform and a cadre of executives who know how this market works, because we have been doing it for years. Our
user base is well established; our platform is fully functional, and our coin will be usable on the existing platform.
SQUID is an expansion on the highly successful fivesquid platform, an international marketplace for freelancers and
outsourced skills. Platforms such as fivesquid are becoming the basis of international trade for large populations,
yet the inconvenience of financial transactions across borders limits the profitability of the participants as well as
the platform. The ICO proceeds will be used to turbocharge fivesquid’s business, investing in the platform and
marketing its offering, driving us towards 20 million users.
SQUID will reward members of the fivesquid community for their loyalty through two distinct reward programmes;
a Buying and Selling Reward, and a Harvest Reward whilst providing its members with a currency in which they can
trade services, and hold their earnings.

1.1 COIN SALE
SQUID will be issuing a fixed supply of 220M SQD coins, at the initial price of £0.20 in a public ICO starting in
September 2018 with a hard cap of 120MSQD (approx £17M GBP). The pre-sale is scheduled to take place in
August 2018.

1.2 MARKET
Over the last decade, dozens of peer-to-peer freelance platforms have allowed for the democratisation of the
world’s labour markets. Today, anyone in any country can hire anyone in any other country for a job, paying the
market value for that person’s services.
The global freelance market is growing as more companies and small businesses find it an economical and
convenient way to control costs and quality. There are 77 million freelancers globally, generating US$1.4 trillion,
more than the GDP of New York state. The freelance market continues to grow steadily, for a number of reasons:
- The low cost of highly skilled, professional labour in emerging markets has made outsourcing a very attractive and
profitable solution.
- Emerging markets are growing partly due to easy access to online professional education, enabling people to
compete as professionals in the global market.
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- Business is changing faster than ever. Companies need to be agile, and outsourcing enables them to scale up or
down as the market requires.
- For many workers, freelancing can result in higher pay, more stability, and greater flexibility than a career path with
a single employer. Surveys show that 84% of freelancers enjoy the control and independence their work offers.

SQD, pronounced “Squid”
or “Ess Kew Dee”
1.3 SOLUTION
SQUID (SQD), pronounced ‘Squid’ or ‘Ess Kew Dee’, will ultimately become the cryptocurrency that is used as the
primary form of payment on the fivesquid platform.
The SQUID solution includes the following components:
fivesquid platform and company
The fivesquid platform will become the fundamental platform for the use of SQUID coin (SQD). The fivesquid
company will be a for-profit company which will be contracted by the SQUID corporate entity.
SQUID coin and corporate entity
A fixed supply of SQD will be issued upon the initial coin offering, and no other coins will ever be issued.
The SQUID corporate entity will ensure the fair issue and management of SQD, and will manage all funds.
SQD Wallet and SQD Card
A SQD wallet will allow freelancers to have an alternative to the platform’s current chosen payment processor.
A SQD card will allow the community to spend its earnings in any outlet that accepts MasterCard or Visa.
fivesquid Community Reward Programme
A community reward programme will encourage members to keep transactions on the platform.
	- T
 he Buying and Selling Reward will reward both buyers and sellers for trading through the fivesquid
platform, as well as incentivising their continuing trade. The reward will be in the form of a monthly SQD
payout based on the amount spent and/or earned by those users on the fivesquid platform.
- The Harvest Reward will reward fivesquid sellers who maintain a SQD balance on their fivesquid profile.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE MARKET
The most basic form of exchange we, as humans, have is the exchange of labour. Our market is the rapidly
expanding freelance marketplace and the online platforms that service this industry. The online nature of the
freelance marketplace allows us to offer free trade globally, from the smallest of micro-jobs to more lucrative
freelance projects.

77 million freelancers
globally, generating
US$1.4 trillion

2.1 THE GROWING GLOBAL FREELANCE MARKET
The global freelance market is growing as more companies and small businesses find it an economical and
convenient way to control costs and quality. There are 77 million freelancers globally, generating US$1.4 trillion1,
more than the GDP of New York state2. The freelance market continues to grow steadily, for a number of reasons:
- The low cost of highly skilled, professional labour in emerging markets has made outsourcing an attractive and
profitable solution.
- Emerging markets are growing partly due to easy access to online professional education, which enables their
citizens to compete as professionals in the global market.
- Business is changing faster than ever. Companies need to be agile, and outsourcing enables them to scale up or
down as the market requires.
- For many workers, especially those in emerging markets, freelancing can result in higher pay, more stability, and
greater flexibility than a career path with a single employer. Surveys show that 84% of freelancers enjoy the control
and independence their work offers3.

2.2 THE UK FREELANCE MARKET
The number of freelancers in the EU increased by 25% between 2008 and 2015, with the largest increase being
in the UK4. Self-employment in the United Kingdom is at its highest rate in 40 years, with the largest rise in
employment since 2008 seen among the self-employed.

1. Upwork 2. US Department of Commerce 3. Fortune 4. IPSE, 2016
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According to a McKinsey report5, five million people currently work in the UK freelance economy, yet only 15% of
them use online platforms to find work, indicating the potential for the online employment market to explode6.
McKinsey has also found that the official numbers are as much as 26%7 lower than reality, because many people use
freelance platforms to supplement their existing income. In other words, services like those offered on fivesquid are
often not a replacement for a job, but a way of providing spare cash on top of a regular income. Freelancing has
become a dependable source of income for stay-at-home parents, retired people, and students.

2 . 3 T H E F R E E L A N C E P L AT F O R M I N D U S T R Y

Over the last decade, dozens of peer-to-peer freelance platforms have
democratised the world’s labour markets. Today, anyone in any country can
hire anyone in any other country for a job, paying the market value for that
person’s services.
People in emerging markets have access to high-paying contracts that are unavailable in their own countries, while
individuals and businesses in developed nations have unlimited access to skills and talent at much lower costs. This
can all be done at extremely low risk to both parties, due to mediation by freelance platforms that manage the
reputations of both workers and employers, and the escrow of funds.
While peer-to-peer freelance platforms such as fivesquid, Upwork, Fiverr, and Freelancer.com have provided
employers with a revolutionary way of managing, hiring and contracting, the true benefit has been to workers in
developing countries. Anyone with a suitable device and an internet connection can make an income in ways that
were not possible five years ago. This revolution has lifted hundreds of thousands of people, from all around the
world, into the global economy, providing a level of income for themselves and their families that they could never
match within their local economies. Freelancing today represents a $1.4 trillion global market and it’s predicted that
there will be more freelancers than employees by 2027.
Disintermediated systems mean more freedom to people, yet freelance platforms are currently only partially
disintermediated, because everyone needs to go through the global financial system. Credit card fees, transaction
fees, currency exchange, and other costs reduce the payment received. While this is an inconvenience for buyers
and sellers in western countries, for people in the developing world it represents a major difference in the quality of
life they can afford.
Moreover, some people need to manage their money without a bank account, particularly in economies that
experience wild fluctuations in their fiat currencies. For these freelancers, the purchasing power of their earnings is
always uncertain.
The founders of SQUID identified this issue not by speculating or reading reports, but from live experiences
with the fivesquid community. From experience, the team knows that a third of sellers keep their earnings on the
fivesquid platform for months or years. While you might expect users in poor economies to withdraw their money
as quickly as possible, the opposite is frequently true. Users are keeping their holdings in British Pounds as a
safeguard against fluctuations in their own currency’s value. Even in 2017, when the GBP was threatened by Brexit,
their members continued to maintain GBP balances.

5. BBC 6. McKinsey 7. Forbes
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FIVESQUID’S POSITION IN THE FREELANCE MARKET

fivesquid.com is an established freelancer
platform where people can buy, sell and
request services for any price from £5

fivesquid takes a commission from every transaction. fivesquid, a UK based company, was founded in 2011 and
now has members in more than 120 countries. By 2021, it is anticipated that the platform will have 20 million users,
based on our ICO raise. fivesquid’s fundamental infrastructure has been developed over the years and is fully
scalable to handle millions of users and orders.
Through fivesquid, sellers can cost effectively use the site to develop their skills in the market and turn their
hobbies and side incomes into fully-fledged businesses. Buyers looking to have small projects undertaken can find
them difficult and time consuming to resource. fivesquid offers competitively priced, results-based services in a
rapid turnaround e-commerce format.
The main competitors are focused on the US markets, using dollars as the primary payment method. fivesquid
is targeting the relatively untapped non-US, English speaking marketplace. After the UK, fivesquid’s largest
markets are India, Pakistan and Bangladesh. The freelance market in India represents $US40 billion, with Pakistan
representing more than a billion dollars8.

8. Pakwired
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3.1 COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE
Both buyers and sellers have three basic options when it comes to freelancing:

- Independent hiring and selling
- Using existing fiat platforms
- Using new cryptocurrency based freelancer platforms
We will briefly cover the disadvantages of the first two options, and then cover the comparison between the SQUID
ecosystem and the other new platforms showing up in the cryptocurrency space.

3.1a Independent Hiring and Selling
As mentioned, 85% of freelancers and contractors are not working through any online platform. This represents
a huge opportunity for fivesquid. Working independently of any platforms means freelancers need to create
their own marketing and sales channels in conjunction with their own domain expertise. They need to learn how
to market their own services and absorb the expense and time involved in marketing, selling, fielding enquiries,
billing, and collecting payments. Online platforms easily solve all of these issues for freelancers.
For sellers dealing with international clients, the ease of using a platform is even greater, eliminating all the
associated risks of working with unknown clients.
For buyers, using an online platform provides a much faster method for getting a higher number of potential
applicants. On a platform like fivesquid, buyers instantly have access to a catalogue of sellers and offerings for any
job they might have. In addition, the issue of reputation is resolved as part of the service: buyers see a complete
work history from each seller and a portfolio of their work, removing any questions about the quality of the work. In
many cases, the time it takes to hire a person to fulfill a job immediately drops from weeks to minutes. Most buyers
on fivesquid spend less than 10 minutes on our site; that’s less than the time it takes to make one phone call to a
graphic designer or web programming firm to get details about their service.

3.1b Existing Platforms for Freelancers
Today’s international freelance and labour exchange platforms provide an excellent alternative to running one’s
own company. By aggregating buyers and sellers, platforms such as Upwork, Freelance.com, Fiverr, and fivesquid
provide buyers and sellers with a virtual catalogue, everything needed to set up shop, put services in front of
potential buyers, and easily collect money without worrying about the ability of a buyer to pay.
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3.1c New Cryptocurrency Blockchain Based Freelance Platforms
The current environment is favourable for issuing ICOs and coin generation events for a variety of platforms in the
blockchain space, to address the needs of the global labour market. The problem with most of these attempts is
that they are being made by those who do not have experience in this space and who do not have any installed
base. SQUID is the only attempt to date, by a company that has been in the arena for several years, has an installed
base, and has real data about how people are using these types of platforms. The following are examples of the
major attempts to date, and our summary of their current status:
-C
 anYa recently raised $9.5M in their crowdsale and announced their acquisition of Bountysource.com. This
makes them the only platform to date with any users, although they are still significantly smaller than fivesquid’s
user base. Based in Australia, CanYa should be a considerable competitor to SQD, however, they are on the
ETH20 standard, which may make transaction fees significantly higher, so potentially they will be less able to
handle microtransactions. While they have built up an excellent team, it’s unclear what their governance model will
be (ownership vs. foundation). CanYa plans on moving rapidly towards an artificial intelligence governance model
that is highly automated, which may be slightly premature at this point in AI and DAO development.
-C
 oinlancer raised almost $12M in their coinsale at the end of 2017. The platform is to accept multiple
cryptocurrencies, including their own. The business plan is standard, with no outstanding features, and, again,
they are starting from zero users and with no industry experience. Their beta product launched in March,
3 months late.
-B
 lockLancer successfully raised $300,000 in total in their presale in 2017 and another million dollars in their
public ICO in January 2018. Reading their whitepaper, they address issues that we have never heard our clients

complain about, such as the centralisation of decision-making for disputes. They have no initial customer base and
are still working on the beta version.
-E
 thlance has launched a platform where freelancers and buyers can register and create smart contracts for
jobs. The platform is minimally active, with a few jobs per week being posted. The project is part of distri0x and
it’s not clear how much attention it will get among all the other projects they are undertaking.
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MARKET INSIGHTS FROM FIVESQUID USERS
In addition to the general market research on the growing freelance economy, fivesquid has researched its users to
discern their needs. Cryptocurrency is already a well-known concept to our user base and almost 95% of our users
would be open to using one if fivesquid were to introduce it. Half would definitely be interested, and another 44%
would be interested if it provided the right features.

FIVESQUID COMMUNITY APPETITE
FOR OWN CRYPTOCURRENCY

43.8%
Maybe

50%

Yes

5.2%
No

S Q D F E AT U R E S T H E F I V E S Q U I D C O M M U N I T Y
WOULD BE INTERESTED IN
Reducing admin and
transaction fees

68.2%

Speeding up access
to your funds

43.9%

Bounty programme
for trading SQD

22.7%

Improved
KYC

30.3%

Bounty programme
for holding SQD
None
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CHALLENGES
Following are the challenges we see to freelance platforms and their users based on our years of experience with
the fivesquid platform.

5 . 1 C H A L L E N G E S T O F R E E L A N C E P L AT F O R M S
- Revenue loss: due to members opting to transact outside the platform after initial contact.
- Operating costs: high commissions paid to payment processors such as PayPal, Worldpay, Stripe and others.
- Under-developed markets: current freelance platforms can only attract members who have bank accounts or who
live in countries where payment processors operate.
- New companies looking to create blockchain-based platforms for disintermediated labour markets have cited
issues such as difficulty with managing disputes and getting escrow payments. In our seven years of experience,
this is not an issue for the industry. We believe that continuing to have a central authority to manage disputes is
faster, more effective than a coin-based voting committee, and more acceptable to our members.

5 . 2 C H A L L E N G E S T O U S E R S O N I N T E R N AT I O N A L
F R E E L A N C E P L AT F O R M S
- Not all people or, in some instances, countries have access to PayPal or other common payment processors.
- Freelancers often have no choice but to use the platform’s chosen payment processor to exchange their platform
earnings for local currency.
- Freelancers retain large hard currency balances on platforms, earning no interest, as a hedge against the volatility
of their home currency.
- Non-transferability of reputational scores between trading platforms discourages freelancers from joining
multiple platforms.

While banking services and PayPal appear ubiquitous, the truth is that there are approximately 30 countries in
which PayPal is unavailable. Many individuals who work on micropayment platforms such as fivesquid simply don’t
have access to payment services, are subject to banking fees, or need to travel to collect their money. Mobile
payment solutions are necessary for these people to save time and eliminate fees.
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THE SQUID SOLUTION
SQUID (SQD), pronounced ‘Squid’ or ‘Ess Kew Dee’, will ultimately become the cryptocurrency that is used as
the primary form of payment on the fivesquid platform. The SQUID corporate entity will ensure the fair issue and
management of SQD and will manage all funds, contracting the fivesquid team to develop the payment platform
integrated into fivesquid. SQUID will ultimately create an ecosystem which seeks to remove some of the barriers
that are stopping freelancers and their customers trading freely wherever they are in the world.
The SQUID solution includes the following components:
fivesquid platform and company
The fivesquid platform will become the fundamental platform for the use of SQUID coin (SQD). The fivesquid
company will be a for-profit company which will be contracted by the SQUID corporate entity to integrate SQD into
the platform and utilise the coin as its main form of exchange, making SQD the native currency of fivesquid.
SQUID coin and corporate entity
A fixed supply of SQD will be issued upon the initial coin offering, and no other coins will ever be issued. The
SQUID corporate entity will ensure the fair issue and management of SQD, and will manage all funds. In the future
fivesquid will work on the integration of SQD for other companies’ platforms and websites using micropayments.
Immediate use
Our members will be able to enjoy the benefits of SQD immediately through the above community reward
programme. As soon as practicable SQD will be accepted on a decentralised exchange, facilitating conversion to
other crypto and fiat currencies. Eventually we expect SQD to be accepted on all major crypto exchanges.
SQD Wallet and SQD Card
A SQD wallet will allow freelancers to have an alternative choice to the platform’s current chosen payment
processor. A SQD card will allow the community to spend its earnings in any outlet that accepts MasterCard
or Visa.
fivesquid Community Reward Programme
A community reward programme will further encourage members to keep transactions on the platform.
- The Buying and Selling Reward will reward both buyers and sellers for trading through the fivesquid
platform, as well as incentivising their continuing trade. The reward will be in the form of a monthly SQD
payout based on the amount spent and/or earned by those users on the fivesquid platform.
- The Harvest Reward will reward fivesquid sellers who maintain a SQD balance on their fivesquid profile.
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6.1 DECENTRALISED EXCHANGE

We are using the Stellar blockchain to ensure a
robust environment for SQD. Stellar was selected as
our blockchain because it offers features well suited
to our growing business and to our members:

- Like other blockchains, Stellar uses a ledger maintained on a distributed architecture. This makes it technically
reliable and, because the ledger is distributed, it is trustworthy from our members’ perspective.
- Stellar is highly scalable, perfectly suited to our rapidly growing business.
- Stellar’s consensus mechanism is very efficient. Transactions on the blockchain can be agreed in less than 5
seconds, incurring much less computational effort than other blockchains.
- Coins built on Stellar can be easily converted into Lumens (Stellar’s own currency, ‘XML’) and then to fiat currency.
- The Stellar network results in very low transaction costs - currently 3,000 transactions can be completed for less
than US1¢9 - perfect for the micropayments that characterise fivesquid’s business.
- Stellar’s software is open-source. Integration with fivesquid’s systems will be straightforward and completed at
minimal cost.
We recognise that the new developments are a fact of life for the crypto economy and we will continue to review
Stellar’s position as our preferred blockchain solution. If a more suitable alternative emerges, fivesquid will select
the provider most fit for purpose at the time.

6.2 HOW WILL SQUID WORK?
SQD will ultimately provide the primary needs of a currency to our members. Beyond providing a form of
seamless, frictionless and low cost exchange for trading services, SQD will become a store of value like the best of
conventional currencies.
SQD will be integrated into the fivesquid platform as follows:
- Members will earn SQD in reward for trading on the fivesquid platform. We have two distinct community reward
programmes, described in detail below.
- One of these programmes will encourage sellers to accept a portion of their revenue in SQD.
- Members will build SQD balances within their accounts on the platform.
- Fiat and SQD will co-exist for many years and the platform will always allow members to transact in fiat. Ultimately,
we see SQD being the primary currency on the fivesquid platform.

9. A single transaction on Stellar costs 0.00001 (1/100,000) Lumen.
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Creating a cryptocurrency that is used daily by millions of people around the world will provide long-term value
to SQD and its users. The currency will streamline the regular trade of services internationally as well as locally. As
we have observed on our platform, people want to retain their earnings somewhere they trust to be more secure.
People desire stability without worrying about volatility of their currency. Our intention is that SQD will provide the
stability people need to make meaningful investments into their own futures.

6.3 SQD WALLET & SQD CARD
It is our plan to allow SQD to integrate with existing wallets on the market, but also to create our own wallet to
work with our card. The SQD card will allow SQD to be spent at any point of sale system that accepts MasterCard
and Visa payments. This means that retailers receive payment in their own local currency, be that dollars, pounds,
euros, naira or rupees; retailers need not know anything about cryptocurrencies in order to accept payment.
The wallet will provide additional functionality as we answer the needs of our clients for some basic banking
capabilities in the future. We will regularly survey our members to find out what other services the SQD wallet and
SQD card could provide.
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6.4 WHY SQUID?
We think of many people as ‘unbanked’. Meanwhile, they are using their mobile phones to receive money in
exchange for their freelancing services. To us, the idea that most people are going to adopt cryptocurrency when
it becomes easy to use, or when they have the necessary financial services available to them, is a view that stems
from lack of experience. We at fivesquid work with real people every day. Every day we see how trade really works
among regular people, banked people, unbanked people, prosperous people and poor people: these people
are our community. We experience what people in these economies are doing; we don’t have to guess what their
problems are because we know first-hand what they are, and we know that ease of use isn't one of them.
fivesquid serves those people and we see how money changes hands every day. It does not depend on having a
good bank; many of our clients have no bank. It doesn’t depend on having an easy-to-use interface; many of our
clients are highly technical. You don’t have to dumb anything down; our clients understand the precise risks they
take when they convert their European currency to their local Asian or African currency.
Wherever you go, people are sophisticated and don’t require ‘baby steps’ to adopt cryptocurrency. They
automatically adopt the forms of currency that work for them, that save them transfer fees, and that give them the
best value. SQUID will be that currency, not because it is easy to use or educates people about crypto, but because
it is a natural means of exchange on a platform that we anticipate will be used by more than 20 million people.

At 10 times the size of many countries in this world, fivesquid will be
large enough to constitute a self-sufficient economy. While we recognise
that nobody is going to be growing food on our platform, we do expect
a currency with 20 million users to become recognised around the world,
and easily traded for other currencies, just as the currencies of far
smaller economies are traded today. In some economies, we are seeing
cryptocurrency adoption with coins such as DASH putting together explicit
programmes and being adopted in an increasing number of businesses in a
variety of developing economies10.
While it does not necessarily make sense for a freelance platform to start functioning as a bank, the current
opportunity in cryptocurrency does have the potential to allow us to provide a way for our users to retain value in
the platform and reward them in coins for their loyalty. In line with our mission to provide better disintermediation,
SQUID seeks to create a coin that will provide value to our participants and reduce costs for users of other
international freelance platforms.
Furthermore, by creating a cryptocurrency that is tied to a debit card, SQUID makes it easy for people to use their
earnings for day-to-day purchases without ‘withdrawing’ those funds through a third party. Bypassing this third
party allows people to participate in the platform, free of the concern of high transfer fees and regulations that may
prevent their country from having payment processors such as PayPal.

10. Dash Force News
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6.5 SUMMARY OF KEY BENEFITS
- Existing platform, providing even more disintermediation for a peer-to-peer network (more than 20 million users
anticipated within 3 years).
- Reward on coins held in SQD on the fivesquid platform, allowing the fivesquid community to improve their
savings, not just hold them.
- Members do not need to buy, mine or trade SQD. They can earn SQD through the fivesquid Community Reward
Programme.
- This introduces cryptocurrency to the fivesquid community and beyond in a non threatening way.
- Very low transaction and ForEx fees, even for very small transactions.
- Usable in most countries.
- SQD can be earned as well as spent on the platform.
- Exchangeable for other cryptocurrencies easily and rapidly.
- Payment available with fiat currency from payment wallets.
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FIVESQUID COMMUNITY REWARD PROGRAMME
Buying and Selling Reward
Harvest Reward
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FIVESQUID COMMUNITY REWARD PROGRAMME
We have designed two distinct community reward programmes on the fivesquid platform that will encourage users
to adopt SQD: a Buying and Selling Reward and a Harvest Reward. Not only will these reward our members, their
design means that they will drive appreciation of the value of SQD by manufacturing scarcity as a function of use.
Unclaimed rewards will be returned to the reward pool.
The first reward programme rewards buyers and sellers as detailed below, the second reward programme rewards
our users who hold SQD on the site. Many current fivesquid users maintain a fiat balance on their profiles long after
payment is received for their services - so we are confident that a programme which rewards them for maintaining a
SQD balance will be a success.
Members will have to enroll in the community reward programme, which will be a simple and straightforward
process to encourage maximum participation.

BUYING AND SELLING REWARD

BUYER
(Monthly spend £)

M O N T H LY R E W A R D
SELLER

(Monthly earnings £)

HARVEST REWARD

SQD HELD
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7.1 BUYING AND SELLING REWARD
Buyers and sellers are incentivised to trade through the fivesquid platform by receiving a monthly SQD payout,
based on the amount of fiat earned and spent on the platform.
fivesquid’s incentive programme rewards both buyers and sellers for trading ‘on platform’, addressing one
of the key commercial challenges facing any platform, namely that of members striking deals ‘off platform’
to avoid paying commission, depriving the platform of revenue.
A total of twenty million SQD coins have been reserved for the Buying and Selling Reward. No additions will ever
be made to this pool and the Buying and Selling Reward balance will therefore never exceed twenty million SQD.
A Monthly Reward will be withdrawn from the Buying and Selling Reward pool. Initially, this will be 218,750 SQD
per month. The amount of the Monthly Reward will halve every four years. The Monthly Reward will be split equally
between buyers and sellers, reflecting our intention to equally incentivise both sides of the market.

A Payout Factor will be calculated each month as follows:
Payout factor = Monthly Reward† / Monthly site turnover
Each member’s reward will be calculated as follows:
Buyer’s Reward = Payout Factor x buyer’s spend
Seller’s Reward = Payout Factor x seller’s earnings x Acceptance Ratio*
For example:
Buyer A spends £30 in one month
Seller T earns £90 in one month and has an Acceptance Ratio of 15%
Payout factor in this month is 2.19
Buyer A’s reward is 2.19 x £30 = SQD 65.63
Seller T’s reward is 2.19 x £90 x 15% = SQD 29.57

Unless all Sellers set their Acceptance Ratio at 100%, there will be a portion of the Monthly Reward allocated to
Sellers which is not paid out. In this case, any unpaid portion of the Monthly Reward will be returned to the Buying
and Selling Reward pool.
Based on our calculations and the accelerated platform growth plan, the Buying and Selling Reward will keep the
fivesquid platform incentivised for a minimum of 17 years.
As adoption of SQD grows, transactions made in SQD will be incorporated into the Buying and Selling Reward
pool, further encouraging the use of SQD on the platform.

† The total spent by buyers will always equal the total earnings (before commission) of sellers. It is necessary to divide the Monthly Reward by two to ensure that it is distributed evenly between
buyer and seller communities and that the total monthly distribution does not exceed the Monthly Reward.
*The Acceptance Ratio is the amount of platform earnings that each seller elects to accept from fivesquid in SQD. To minimise the complexity, Sellers will be able to set their acceptance ratios
in 5% increments. If a seller elects not to accept any earnings in SQD, then they will be unable to participate in the Buying and Selling Reward.
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7.2 HARVEST REWARD
Long after buyers remit payment, many sellers maintain a British Pounds balance on their fivesquid account to help
maintain the value of their earnings against their, often unstable, local currency. Additionally, with the introduction
of the Buying and Selling Reward, all of fivesquid’s users - buyers and sellers alike - will have a means to accrue
SQD rewards.
We want to reward our users for their loyalty, boost the stability of SQD and provide a rewards system that
maintains long term value for our users, something that may not be available to them through their local banking
systems.
To achieve this, we have created a Harvest Reward, which rewards users who maintain a balance of SQD in their
fivesquid profile.
Five and a half million SQD have been set aside for the Harvest Reward. From this pool, a Harvest Share of 60,833
SQD will be shared monthly among fivesquid users participating in the harvesting programme. This Harvest Share is
halved every four years.
The Balance is simply the closing balance that a seller has in their account on the date that the monthly Harvest
Reward is calculated.

A user’s Harvest Reward is calculated as follows:
Harvest Reward = (Harvest Share / Previous months total member SQD balances) x User’s Balance
For example:
Member T has a Balance of SQD120 on the platform at 24 July.
The total of all members’ SQD balances held on the platform at 24 June was SQD565,000.
Member T’s Harvest Reward = 60,833 / 565,000 x 120 = SQD12.92
This model causes a secondary supply scarcity, as sellers are encouraged to keep SQD in their wallets in order to
earn a Harvest Reward, which in turn contributes to an appreciation in SQD price.
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SQD Airdrop
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ADOPTION OF SQD
Inevitably, not all members will adopt SQD at the same rate, therefore we recognise the importance of giving our
community the freedom to choose how they transact on fivesquid. To support this transition, we believe our users
should have more options, not fewer, when it comes to spending and receiving money.
Initially, all jobs on the fivesquid platform will continue to be priced in fiat. The platform will automatically calculate
an equivalent SQD price. In the first instance, this will be for reference only. Members will continue to have the
option to receive payment in fiat and withdraw fiat from the platform.

However, as we develop the options for members to use SQD, sellers will
have the following additional options for receiving payment:
- Receive payment in fiat and exchange it for SQD.
- Receive payment in SQD.
- When liquidity allows, buyers can also opt to pay in SQD. Members participating in our rewards programme will
begin to accrue SQD balances that they will be able to use to pay for services.

8.1 SQD AIRDROP

To accelerate the adoption of SQD, 2% of SQD issued will be distributed to
existing buyers and sellers on fivesquid.
We are certain this will generate excitement about cryptocurrency among the the fivesquid user base as well as
rewarding them for their contribution to fivesquid's success so far. Sellers will be rewarded according to their
lifetime earnings but only if they maintain a preset feedback rating of at least 98% at the time of the airdrop’s
public announcement. Buyers will be rewarded on their lifetime spend on the site. SQD airdrop coins will need
to be claimed within six months of the launch date. Any unclaimed coins will be added to the community reward
programme fund.
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CURRENT FIVESQUID MARKETING
fivesquid has seen consistent growth of its platform. This has been achieved through a relatively aggressive market
strategy, taking market share from our competitors as well as harnessing a close-knit community of loyal and active
members. The marketing of the platform uses a full complement of marketing initiatives, as you would expect of an
online business. We aim to attract new members (both buyers and sellers) while retaining and engaging the existing
community, by investing in marketing channels that not only expose the platform to a mass audience but make sure
that those audiences are directed to the product offering.
The business has seen a 50% turnover growth in the last two years. While fivesquid has seen a steady increase in
members year on year, the churn rate is low - illustrating the strength of our customer loyalty. The site has increased
turnover by enhancing member features such as service add-ons, the service request feature, member upgrades
and subscription services.

- Our retention rate of sellers is 64% for the last 7 years.
- We have managed to maintain a steady balance of buyers and sellers
- 20% more sellers than buyers
- 8% engage in both buying and selling
- A growing number of the community buy and/or sell multiple services

GEOGRAPHIC REACH OF
FIVESQUID COMMUNITY

37.3%

United Kingdom

12.0%
Pakistan
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Bangladesh

6.6%
India

6.5%

United States

27.7%

Rest of the world
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A THRIVING AND ENGAGED COMMUNITY

fivesquid seller Zoe is the perfect illustration of how fivesquid can supplement
a seller’s income. Her holiday in Jamaica was entirely funded by her work on
fivesquid. She sent us this unsolicited photograph to thank us.
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TURBOCHARGING FIVESQUID MARKETING
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TURBOCHARGING FIVESQUID MARKETING
Funds raised in the ICO will not only allow us to implement all the technical solutions in and around SQD, but will
also enable fivesquid to turbocharge the business, working towards the goal of 20M users within three years. All
initiatives will encourage the adoption of SQD. The key areas prioritised by the team include:
- Focus on expansion in the geographies where we already have success.
- Global growth also to be targeted where English is the 1st / 2nd language.
- Language support roll-out in specific areas where we can gain advantage for having multiple language support for
the interface.
- Expansion into localised and location based services via a new app.
- Creation of various bonus bounties such as member get member.
- M&A to accelerate growth in new and supplementary markets.
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ROADMAP

2017 - Marketing research and business case
- Q3 - Market research
- Q4 - Seek legal, financial, tax and crypto advice

2018 - Building the SQUID proposition
- Q2 - Finalise white paper
- Q2 - Appoint advisors
- Q2 - Approach private investors for equity and discounted SQD

2018 - SQUID ICO
- Q3 - Announce SQUID to the fivesquid community
- Q3 - Launch ICO: pre sale and crowd sale
- Q4 - SQD to be accrued on fivesquid Community Reward Programme

2019 - Post ICO short-term
- Q1 - Dev to integrate SQD onto fivesquid platform
- Q1 - Accrued reward coins issued
- Q1 - Dev of fivesquid app

2019 - Post ICO medium-term
- Q2 - SQD wallet dev
- Q2 - Marketing ramp up including M&A
- Q2 - Distribution of SQD to SQD Wallet
- Q2 - SQD listing on exchanges

2019 - Post ICO long-term
- Q3 - Introduce location based services
- Q4 - Market non fivesquid utilisation of SQD
- Q4 - Launch SQD Card
- Q4 - Explore growth in alternative languages
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INITIAL COIN OFFERING
Details
Coin Sale
Holding of Funds
Coin Distribution
Use of Funds

12.1
12.2
12.3
12.4
12.5
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1 2 . 1 D E TA I L S
Coin Name:

Total Coin Supply:
Coin Sale:

Initial Coin Price:
Sale Soft Cap:

Sale Hard Cap:
Public Sale:
Duration:

SQD
220M SQD (fixed supply)
120M SQD
1 SQD = £0.20 GBP
£2M GBP
Approx £17M GBP
September 2018
30 days

12.2 COIN SALE
43M coins - Tranche 1 (Private Sale - 40% discount)
33M coins - Tranche 2 (Institutional Investors - 30% discount)
22M coins - Tranche 3 (Pre-Sale - 20% discount)
22M coins - Tranche 4 (Public Sale - 15% discount first 24h)
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12.3 HOLDING OF FUNDS
All payments received for SQD in connection with the SQUID Initial Coin Sale will be securely held in an account
under multi-signature control.

12.4 COIN DISTRIBUTION

55%

14%

Coin sale

Liquidity pool

5%

14%

Buyer and seller rewards pool

12%

Media and marketing bounties

Founders, advisors, backers, early development team

12.5 USE OF FUNDS
Marketing and
customer acquisition

45%

Platform and application
development
Operations and legal
expenses
Merger and
acquisitions
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Advisors
Partners
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13.2
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TEAM
The SQUID Corporate entity is steered by a strong team and supported by specialist advisors, all veterans in their
field of expertise, bringing experience from the following bluechip companies. Individual information on the team
and further detail can be found on their respective LinkedIn profiles.

Keith Bradley | Chairman

Terry Koutsios | CEO

John Fletcher | CFO

Executive leader and manager
in technology companies for 30
years, Keith has been with fivesquid
since it’s inception in 2011. He has
served as chairman of companies
in a variety of industries including
labour, marketing, and technology
for decades.

As the founder of fivesquid, Terry
is a proven businessperson who
knows what it takes to build and
market a technology platform from
the ground up. fivesquid is his
second successful venture.

John has over 25 years experience
working with technology companies
and management consultancies.
He is a member of the Institute of
Chartered Accountants of Scotland.

Peter Bryant | COO

Dimitrios Selmidis | CTO

Laura Bradley | CMO

An executive in the technology
industry for years, Peter has been
an advisor to fivesquid for 3 years.
Peter has founded and directed
companies that focus on solving
real problems in ways that are easy
to use.

An experienced web and app
developer, Dimi has been leading
the R&D team at fivesquid for more
than 3 years.

Marketing and sales professional
for over 15 years, Laura has
experienced freelancing from both
sides of the equation, having run
her own agency and hired others.

David Courtney

Tina Johnston

A senior technical operations
expert who has been with fivesquid
since 2012. He has over 15 years
experience in our sector.

Community management, client
services and communications
professional for over a decade,
Tina is in charge of making sure
the community thrives.

Head of Technical Operations
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13.1 ADVISORS

Eileen McGinnis
Silicon Valley Advisor

Daniel Steele

Blockchain Advisor

Gerald Kitchen
FinTech Advisor

Stephen Lightley

Product Development Advisor

Jack Bryant
ForEx Advisor

Bringing experience from the following bluechip companies:
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This document and any other documents published in association with this white paper relate to a potential coin offering to persons (contributors) in respect of the intended development
and use of the network by various participants. This document does not constitute an offer of securities or a promotion, invitation or solicitation for investment purposes. the terms of the
contribution are not intended to be a financial services offering document or a prospectus. the coin offering involves and relates to the development and use of experimental software and
technologies that may not come to fruition or achieve the objectives specified in this white paper. the purchase of coins represents a high risk to any contributors. Coins do not represent equity,
shares, units, royalties or rights to capital, profit or income in the network or software or in the entity that issues coins or any other company or intellectual property associated with the network
or any other public or private enterprise, corporation, foundation or other entity in any jurisdiction. The coin is not therefore intended to represent a security interest.This information contained
in this whitepaper is not intended for the residents of the United States or Singapore. You agree and warrant that you are not a resident of the USA and/or Singapore.
This version of the white paper supersedes any previous versions and any translated versions as the official SQUID coin white paper.
June 2018 V1.005

